Abstract -This text presents an overview of the basic concepts of a Neuro-Fuzzy iufwence system for spatial Offer-andDemand forecasting of electric power on a geographical basis, over GIS (Geographical Information Systems).
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, in distribution planning, forecasting models (either with or without spatial characteristics) have been ahnost exclusively concerned with load growth. It can be said that they were models fm Demand Forecasting -modeling the characteristics of the demand was the main concern.
However, in recent times one has witnessed the emergence of dispersed generation as a relevant element in distribution. Dispersed generation is an expression that designates a variety of power sources with very different logics, such as small hydro stations, wind parks, small independent producers or industrial co-generation. The two things that these have in common are the fact that they are usually directly branched into the distribution system, at distribution medium voltage levels (up to 60 kV), and the fact that they are usually private own~by agents independent of the distribution utilities.
Most of the European Union countries are well acquainted by now with this phenomenon, In the EU, this evolution has been fhvored by legal acts tlom the governments and incentives from the European Commission, implementing a general policy that has been supporting in particular new renewable energies and the rational use of energy, and gave the effective leadership to European industry in the world market in some of those technological areas.
One is witnessing now a growing interest in the Unites States for the concept of dispersed generation. And in other regions of the worl~dispersed generation is now perceived as something that cannot be ruled out or not considered, when *g to globally organize a power supply system.
The emergence of dispersed generation originates situations where a region generates more power than what is locally consumed and therefore there is a reversal in power flow dmection, moving fiwm distribution up to the transmission level.
Dispersed generation is a phenomenon that has been repressed for a long time, for reasons that resulted from the (no) market onditions, from legal or administrative barrkrs and from lack of reliable and cheap enough technology. These reasons are vanishing in many regions in the world.
We can now observe that economic growth and geographical flwtors influence the emergence of disperse generation in a region (if no other barriers exist). But this allows one to consider developing models for the growth of dispersed generation similar in concept to spatial load forecasting models.
A naive way of including dispersed generation in load forecasting models would be to represent the evolution of the net power value (difference between generation and consumption). However, this is wrong and would be misleading, because the infrastructures for the same net power would be extremely diffkrent, in two cases with and without a significant generation injection. It is enough to realize that the problems of dispersed generation reliability or availability would require distinct solutions for network design, when compared with the traditional radial passive (no generation) systems.
l%erefae, one must no longer talk just in Load Forecasting for distribution planning. One must talk about Offkr and Demand Forecasting. And one must develop models to represent the possible evolution along time of both aspects of a power system-and their interactions. -
SPATIAL LOAD FORECASTING
Spatial Load Forecasting (SLF) aims at predicting where, -.. when and how load growth will occur in a utility sw-ice area. This information is usefbl fbr distribution expansion planning purposes, serving as basis for establishing the evolution of the design of a distribution system in a given region.
The fist and important systematic works in SLF have been conducted by Willis and are described in a remarkable series of publications -see fw instance [1] .
In general the SLF methods must be implemented over the support of a Geographical Information System (GIS). The GIS environment is ideal to support this kind of models because of its ability to manage spatial information; model and simulate phenomena behavior; visualize data and simulation results; and establish interaction between planners and simulation environment.
In spite of the interest of the classical SLF approach, there were aspects of the SLF model that depended too much on the a priori definition of numerical constants, values or parameters. However, one could feel that there could be perhaps a more appropriate approach that would directly include the representation of uncertainties. These uncertainties derive not only from the natural conditions of any planning exercise, but also horn the discrete, grid or cellular representation of the geographical data in a GIS.
To overcome the difficulties placed by early crisp models, the first two authors developed recently the basis of a Fuzzy Spatial Model (FSM), which couples a neuro-fuzzy infwence system and cellular automata to model the expected growth along several time stages in the number of consumers in each cell of an area. The first descriptions of such model may be found in [2, 3, 4] . One must mention that early attempts had been made to adopt a fhzzy modeling in spatial load forecasting [5] .
Two concepts are fundamental in the FSM the extraction of knowledge under the form of rules (from pastor analog cases with geographical representation) and the application of the set of rules to generate the simulation of load growth (in maps of Mure development).
The * infwence system is very appropriated to model spatial growth behavior because q it allows knowledge representation by linguistic concepts such as "close to road", "location with high environment protection" or "medium saturation status for urban development". The first is the Fuzzy System (FS); it estimates the suitability or the potential for development.
The second is thG CeIlular Automaton (CA); it spreads the global trending over all the region based on the pref~ences indicated by the suitability maps. The results of the CA module are the effective geographic distribution of the development.
The model is fd with global forecasting values. The global fmecast is an external indication that may be implemented by many fmecasting models (trending, econometric models, difision of innovation).
The Scenario Coordinator (SC) links the FSM with the forecasting environment and with externally imposed conditions and coordinates the dynamics of the simulation, namely the inputs of the Fuzzy System and Cellular Automaton along the several time stages.
FUZZY SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The structure adopted for the Fuzzy Spatial Forecasting System was designed to allow high interpretability, by humans, of the antecedent and consequent of rules governing load growth.
These rules are Fuzzy Rules, and the antecedent and consequent parts are characterized by membership functions. The set of thzzy rules will forma fi.rzzy infwence engine.
The structure of the Fuzzy System (FS) has been designed to be represented with the rules organized in a neural-like form, the inputs propagating throughout the network until an output is generated.
The infwence engine has been defined as of the TakagiSugeno type -where the antecedent of a rule is fizzy, but the consequent is crisp, and a fimction of the input values. The design problem may then have to deal both with the determination of the parameters fm the consequent and with the definition of the characteristics of the memlwrship fictions of the input variables in the antecedent.
A first option has been to maintain fixed an a priori definition of the membership functions. The logic of this option has its roots in the desire to allow the planner to define meaningfid linguistic concepts at ease. This means that only the parameters of the consequent of rules need to be deterrnin~in the knowledge acquisition phase.
A zero-order Sugeno model will also simpli& this calculation by reducing the number of parameters. One can then use a straight Least Squares algorithm to calculate the parameter vahws that minimize a mean square error between the output offered by the FS and the verified reality.
A second optioo has been to allow the correction of the parameters of the input membership fictions.
In order to do this, a training procedure must be followe& analog to the backward propagation used to train feed-forward Artificial Neural Networks. To overcome the difficulties placed by early crisp models, the first two authors developed recently the basis of a Fuzzy Spatial Model (FSM), which couples a neuro-fimzy inference system and cellular automata to model the expected growth along several time stages in the number of consumers in each cell of an area. The first descriptions of such model may be found in [2, 3, 4] . Gne must mention that early attempts had been made to adopt a fiwzy modeling in spatial load forecasting [5] .
Two concepts are fimdamental in the FSM the extraction of knowledge under the form of rules (fi-om past or analog cases with geographical representation) and the application of the set of rules to generate the simulation of load growth (in maps of future development),
The fuzzy inference system is very appropriated to model spatial growth behavior because The first is the Fuzzy System (FS); it estimates the suitability or the potential for development.
The second is the Cellular Automaton (CA); it spreads the global trending over all the region based on the preferences indicated by the suitability maps. The results of the CA module are the effkctive geographic distribution of the development.
The model is fd with global forecasting values. The global fmecast is an external indication that may be implemented by many forecasting models (trendm~econometric models, diffimion of innovation).
FUZZY SYSTEM sriwcm
The structure adopted for the Fuzzy Spatial Forecasting System was designed to allow high interpretability, by humans, of the antecedent and consequent of rules governing load grOWth. These rules are Fuzzy Rul~and the antecedent and consequent parts are characterized by membership fictions. The set of fhzzy rules will fm a fbzzy infwence engine.
The inference engine has been defined as of the TakagiSugeno type -where the antecedent of a rule is fuzzy, but the consequent is crisp, and a fimction of the input values. The design problem may then have to deal both with the determination of the parameters fbr the consequent and with the definition of the characteristics of the membership iimctions of the input variables in the antecedent.
A first option has been to maintain fixed an a priori definition of the membership fictions.
The logic of this option has its roots in the desire to allow the planner to define meaningfid linguistic concepts at ease. This means that only the parameters of the consequent of rules need to be determind in the knowledge acquisition phase.
A zero-order Sugeno model will also simpli~this calculation by reducing the number of parameters. One can then use a straight Least Squares algorithm to calculate the parameter values that minimize a mean square error between the output offkred by the FS and the verified reali~.
A second option has been to allow the correction of the parameters of the input membership fi.mctions. In order to do this, a training procedure must be follow~analog to the backward propagation used to train feed-fmard Artificial Neural Networks.
The FS will, in the end, display in principle a better adaptation to the test data, but there is the danger that the iinal membership fimctions, after correction, may not have an intuitive interpretation by the human planners. Some compromise must then be sought.
The FSM problem is characterized by a very large set of geographical cells (may reach a million cells per map). On the other hand the number of significant variables is in general limited (about 5 variables). This characteristic motivated us to do an implementation based on the GIS spatial analysis fimctions insfead of a GIS coupling with external tizzy system modules. In our approach, not only the land use, but also the end use (reflecting market forces) and the generation directly branched to the distribution, may be subject to spatial modeling.
TIM Customer-Count (CC) model simulates spatial changes in weighted sum of rule outputs, where bk is the zero-order -.
The "Global Forecasting" linked to these models have the tlmction coefficient or weight h rule r,~d N, is the pqse of swc~onifig the global area fmecast and the number of rules. small area predictions. One assumes that some form of global trending W:ll be externally defined, as a lump value valid for Given a training S* with sequ~ces of inPuts~d 'ie tie fiole regi~~der~alysis. corresponding outputs, and if the membership fictions are kept f&xi, the weights h can be calculated by a Least Squares 4.1 Customer-Count forecast m&M such as explained in [3] . For such an option, we have The CC model is mainly based on the Neuro-Fuzzy System adopted triangular membership fimctions to model the d antecedent part of rules, which seems adequate and enough. escribed before. Here's one example of a rule, having as output the PfD value (@cntial for development): However, if one would wish to correct also the membership fimction shapes, in order to have a better adaptation of the FS to the training data, then one has to adopt dif%rentiable membership fimctions, such as of the Gaussian type. Then, it is possible to derive a learning algorithm by back-propagating errors over the scheme in Figure 2 to update the weights of each rule, and the mean value and spread of the input membership fimctions. An approach with a simple load behavior for each customer class is non-satisfactory, because the per capita consumption is time and space dependent. Therefore, the EU module operates by decomposition of the customer classes used in the CC module. This decomposition may be done by time seasons, by sub-class and by appliance load group.
Dispersed-Generation
The spatial DG model operates for each pair technology/customer class, producing as a result the generation behavior for each small area in the region under analysis, taking in account that in some cases there is a competition among several technologies fm a variety of consumer classes.
The spatial model for DG is analog to the CC model. The influence fiwtors used in the modeling of dispersed generation are energy resource maps (e.g. solar, wind, small hydro), the leveled costs (annual equivalent costs for equipment, installation, infrastructures, operation and maintenance, and existing distribution marginal cost), the evaluation of externalities (e.g. environmental impact, economic development, incentives), the distribution of customers fm each class (e.g. spatial distribution of certain types of industrial activities with potential for co-generation), and the per capita load behavior of each class.
In many cases, however, the development behavior of DG cannot be captured horn the past experience, in the region under analysis, because the DG is a relatively new phenomenon, at the scale we are discussing. However, one may use the experience in more advanced regions to build up a rule base, and then adjust it by using human judgmental information.
We have finally a Fuzzy Inference System that predicts, forgiven scenarios, the evolution of the offer of power in the form of dispersed generation, in lighter or deeper interaction with consumption growth. For instance, there is usually a light coupling between consumption growth and the emergence of wind parks -these are much more conditioned by resource influence fiwtors. However, the appearance of cogeneration is highly dependent on the growth of industrial activity.
MAPS AND RESULTS
The results of the Fuzzy Spatial Offs--and-Demand Forecasting System are displayed as a GIS sequence of maps A sample of such a sequence is displayed in Figure 4 , for a case study in an urban area simulating the influence of the construction ofl first, a ring road (at time stage 2) and then of o coastal road (at time stage 6).
The diversity of maps and results obtainable cannot be filly represented in this paper, and the authors hope that the example shown is illustrative enough. This basic grid wili serve then as input to sophisticated network design methods, now based on graph models of the power system and with details at the level of electric power system modeling.
CONCLUSIONS
Given the new phenomenon of dispersed generation at a relevant level, one can no longer talk about Load Forecasting alone, for distribution system planning. Instead, one must horn now on talk about and develop Offer-and-Demand Forecasting Systems.
The ofkr of dispersed power has its own logiq it may be governed by market rules, but suffkrs also the influence of geographical factors, in greater or lesser degree depending on the technology considered -and is not independent of consumer growth, especially for some particular types of customers. Its growth is also usually constrained by legal restrictions or other barriers.
Having said this, it is apparent that one may derive a rule base that may help in predicting the evolution of the offer of power, in a parallel way to what may be done for the demand fw power.
The approach described in this paper is based on the establishment of Neuro-Fuzzy inference systems, able to learn from past experience or histo~and to predkt Ware behaviors.
This approach has been implemented in GIS environments, taking fill advantage of the imbedded spatial analysis functions available, which facilitate the massive calculations, always necessary in any type of spatial forecasting activity.
